
Z9 � Physial properties of semiondutor devies

Physis Laboratory II � aademi year 2017/2018

Faulty of Physis, Astronomy and Applied Computer Siene, Jagiellonian University

The aim of this laboratory lass is to introdue students to the physis of semiondutor devies. It is realized

by:

• determination of impurity onentrations in tunnel diode,

• determination of the e/k ratio from the IC(UBE) urrent-voltage harateristi of bipolar transistor,

• measurement of the urrent-voltage harateristis of typial reti�er diodes (silion and germanium

ones) and omparison with the IC(UBE) harateristi of bipolar transistor,

• observation of the Zener e�et or avalanhe breakdown on the basis of urrent-voltage harateristis

of typial Zener diodes,

• determination of the hc produt from the urrent-voltage harateristis and emission spetra of light-

emitting diodes (LEDs).

Attention! The laboratory lass overs a wide range of knowledge and an last from one week up to four

weeks depending on the program. That is why student is obliged to ontat the assistant responsible for the

lass in order to set down the program and required range of knowledge. In ase of no ontat, all topis

mentioned in the Preparatory questions setion are obligatory.

Preparatory questions

The required range of knowledge depends on the

programe.

Common questions:

1. Condutors, semiondutors and insulators � ele-

trial properties, theory of eletrial ondutivity

and resistivity [1℄.

2. Band theory of solids [1℄.

3. p-n juntion (diode) � theory of operation,

urrent-voltage harateristi [1℄.

Detailed questions:

1. Determination of impurity onentrations in tun-

nel diode:

• tunnel diode � theory of operation, urrent-

voltage harateristi [1, 2℄

• degenerate semiondutor [2℄

2. Determination of the e/k ratio from the IC(UBE)
urrent-voltage harateristi of bipolar transistor:

• bipolar transistor � theory of operation, har-

ateristis [1, 3℄

3. Measurement of the urrent-voltage harateris-

tis of typial reti�er diodes (silion and ger-

manium ones) and omparison with the IC(UBE)
harateristi of bipolar transistor:

• bipolar transistor � theory of operation, har-

ateristis [1, 3℄

4. Observation of the Zener e�et or avalanhe break-

down on the basis of urrent-voltage harateris-

tis of typial Zener diodes:

• Zener diode � theory of operation, urrent-

voltage harateristi, Zener voltage [1, 4℄

5. Determination of the hc produt from the urrent-

voltage harateristis and emission spetra of

light-emitting diodes (LEDs):

• LED � theory of operation [5℄

• optial grating spetrometer � theory of op-

eration (knowledge taken from any handbook

on experimental physis)

Computational assignments

1. Carrier onentration in intrinsi semiondutor

depends strongly on temperature and is propor-

tional to exp(−
Eg

2kBT ) where Eg denotes energy

gap, kB � the Boltzmann onstant and T � tem-

perature. Calulte relative hange in the arrier

onentration related to the temperature rise from

300 K to 330 K. Assume Eg equal to 1.11 eV and

0.66 eV for silion and germanium, respetively.

2. LEDs (red, green and blue) show maximum inten-

sity of emitted light for the wavelengths of 630, 520

and 470 nm, respetively. Calulate orresponding

energy gaps. Express the result in eV.

Apparatus and materials

The experimental apparatus is presented in �gure 1

and it inludes the following equipment and elements:

• power supplies with ontrolled output voltage

• digital multimeters

• heater with temperature ontroller
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Figure 1: Experimental apparatus.

• digital thermometer

• investigated devies: diodes, n-p-n bipolar tran-

sistor

• optial grating spetrometer

• wires

Experiment

1. Build an eletri iruit following seleted dia-

gram.

2. Using multimeters ollet neessary hrateristis.

3. While investigating LEDs reord their spetra

with the use of optial grating spetrometer.

The iruit diagrams and hints onerning measure-

ments are available in appendies A-E.

Data analysis

Depending on laboratory lass program, alulate suh

quantities like: impurity onentrations in tunnel

diode, e/k ratio or hc produt. While investigating

bipolar transistor and/or reti�er diodes determine the

m empirial parameter as de�ned in the paper by In-

man & Miller [3℄. Compare the values of m found for

the diodes with that found for bipolar transistor. In all

ases unertainties of above mentioned quantities also

have to be estimated. The obtained results have to be

ompared with aepted values if available.

The details onerning data analysis an be found in

appendies A-E.

Safety rules

• The voltages and urrents appearing in the inves-

tigated iruits are not dangerous for human be-

ings, nevertheless, one should take into aount

that devies suh as power supplies and digital

multmeters are powered by the mains voltage of

230 V, so standard safety rules onerning work-

ing with eletrial equipment are mandatory.

• Colleting harateristis of bipolar transistor

takes plae at temperatures reahing 80

o
C, so

avoid diret ontat with transistor heat sink.

From time to time ensure that heat sink does not

touh any �ammable or temperature non-resistant

objets like for example wire insulation.
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Appendix A

Determination of impurity onentrations in

tunnel diode

(Details of experiment and data analysis)

Experiment

1. Build eletri iruit aording to �g. 2. Do not

swith on power supply.

2. Balane the bridge.

The iruit is based on idea of the Wheatstone

bridge, so balaning the bridge is neessary to ob-

tain reliable results. Make sure that the SW1

swith is in the o� position (the diode is dis-

onneted). Set the output voltage of power sup-

ply to zero and swith it on. Inrease gradually

supply voltage until the V1 voltage reahes 0.5 V

and observe the voltage reported by the V2 volt-

meter. The V2 voltage should be supply voltage

independent and lose to zero within whole supply

voltage range. If it is not the ase, orret it using

a srewdriver for setting the potentiometer. Re-

member that after eah supply voltage hange the

iruit needs a while to reah thermal stability.

3. Set supply voltage to zero and then swith on the

SW1 swith (the diode is onneted). At that

point it is highly reommended to set the

urrent limit of the power supply in order

not to destroy the tunnel diode. Inrease gradu-

ally supply voltage and observe I(U) harateris-

ti of the diode (the voltage on the diode is re-

ported by the V1 voltmeter while the diode ur-

rent is proportional to the V2 voltage). A peak

and a valley should be notieable. In ase of the

investigated iruit a �false valley� often appears

due to the fat that in the region of the I(U) har-

ateristi with negative di�erential resistane the

iruit easily beomes a high-frequeny osillator.

This e�et interfers with detetion of a true stati

I(U) harateristi. The �true� valley is loated at

slightly higher voltage than the �false� one.

Detet the (�true�) valley voltage and set the

power supply urrent limit to suh a value that

the diode urrent above the valley does not ex-

eeds 120 % of the valley urrent.

4. Collet the I(U) harateristi of the tunnel diode

with inreasing voltage. Inrease the number of

experimental points in the neighborhood of the

peak and valley voltages. Optionally a harater-

isti with dereasing voltage an also be taken.

Data analysis

1. Draw the I(U) harateristi of the investigated

tunnel diode. Determine the peak (Up) and val-

ley (Uv) voltages together with their unertainties

and the material the diode is made of knowing

that typial valley voltages equal 0.7 V, 0.35 V

and 0.45 V for gallium arsenide, germanium and

silion, respetively.

2. Determine energies of the En and Ep quasi Fermi

levels (see �g. 3) from the following equations:

eUp =
1

6

[

2Ep − En +
√

(2Ep + En)2 + 4EpEn

]

eUv = En + Ep

where e denotes the eletron harge.

The above system of equations has two solutions:











Ep =
e

2

[

Uv + 3Up +
√

U2
v + 2UpUv − 3U2

p

]

En =
e

2

[

Uv − 3Up −
√

U2
v + 2UpUv − 3U2

p

]

and











Ep =
e

2

[

Uv + 3Up −
√

U2
v + 2UpUv − 3U2

p

]

En =
e

2

[

Uv − 3Up +
√

U2
v + 2UpUv − 3U2

p

]

Selet a physially valid solution for further alu-

lations.

3. Determine onentrations of the p- and n-type im-

purities using the equations:

nd =
2
√
π
NcF 1

2

(ϕd), na =
2
√
π
NcF 1

2

(ϕa)

ϕd =
En

kT
, ϕa =

Ep

kT

T � temperature in Kelvin sale, k � Boltzmann

onstant, the values of Fermi�Dira integral F 1

2

are shown in table 1 while the Nc onstant is de-

�ned by equation:

Nc = 2C
(2πmefkT

h2

)3/2
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Figure 2: Eletri iruit used to investigate a tunnel diode. The area limited by the retangle is provided

as a one module. Student's job is to onnet voltmeters and power supply. The resistors R are dediated for

partiular diode. The diode urrent is equal to the ratio of the voltage reported by the V2 voltmeter to a half

of the resistane of resistor R.

Figure 3: Quasi Fermi levels.

where: h � Plank onstant, C � number of ex-

tremes in partiular band (Ge: 4 for ondution

band, 1 for valene band; Si: 6 for ondution

band, 1 for valene band) while mef is an e�etive

mass of dominant arrier. The e�etive mass is a

produt of the free eletron mass and a oe�ient

whih equals for Ge: me = 0.22,mh = 0.39, for Si:
me = 0.33, mh = 0.55 and for AsGa: me = 0.07,
mh = 0.66 (me refers to eletron while mh to

hole).

4. Comparison with ritial onentrations

An ideal intrinsi semiondutor has its Fermi

level loated lose to the middle of energy gap be-

tween the valene and ondutions bands (in fat

the exat Fermi level position depends slightly on

temperature). Doping with impurities shifts Fermi

level towards the valene band (p-type semion-

dutor) or the ondution band (n-type semion-

dutor). A ritial onentration is the onentra-

tion at whih the Fermi level is loated exatly at

the top of valene band (p-type semiondutor) or

at the bottom of ondution band (n-type semi-

ondutor). For higher impurity onentrations

the Fermi level is loated within respetive band

(valene or ondution).

Compare experimentally determined impurity

onentrations with aepted values (Ge: Nd =
8 ∗ 1018cm−3

, Na = 4.7 ∗ 1018cm−3
, Si: Nd =

2.2 ∗ 1019cm−3
, Na = 8 ∗ 1018cm−3

, at T = 300K;

d refers to donors while a to aeptors). Take into

aount unertainties of experimantal results.
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Table 1: Values of the Fermi-Dira integral F 1

2

(x)

x F1/2(x) x F1/2(x) x F1/2(x)

1.00 1.40 5.40 8.73 9.80 20.72

1.20 1.59 5.60 9.19 10.00 21.34

1.40 1.79 5.80 9.66 11.00 24.57

1.60 2.01 6.00 10.14 12.00 27.95

1.80 2.25 6.20 10.63 13.00 31.48

2.00 2.50 6.40 11.13 14.00 35.14

2.20 2.77 6.60 11.63 15.00 38.94

2.40 3.05 6.80 12.14 16.00 42.87

2.60 3.35 7.00 12.66 17.00 46.93

2.80 3.65 7.20 13.19 18.00 51.10

3.00 3.98 7.40 13.73 19.00 55.40

3.20 4.31 7.60 14.27 20.00 59.81

3.40 4.66 7.80 14.82 21.00 64.33

3.60 5.02 8.00 15.38 22.00 68.97

3.80 5.39 8.20 15.95 23.00 73.70

4.00 5.77 8.40 16.52 24.00 78.55

4.20 6.16 8.60 17.10 25.00 83.49

4.40 6.57 8.80 17.68 26.00 88.54

4.60 6.98 9.00 18.28 27.00 93.68

4.80 7.40 9.20 18.88 28.00 98.91

5.00 7.84 9.40 19.48 29.00 104.25

5.20 8.28 9.60 20.10 30.00 109.69
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Appendix B

Determination of the e/k ratio from the IC(UBE)

urrent-voltage harateristi of bipolar

transistor

(Details of experiment and data analysis)

Experiment

1. Build eletri iruit aording to �g. 4. Do not

swith on power supply.

2. Set power supply voltage to zero and swith on

power supply. Inrease gradually the voltage and

observe olletor urrent. Set the urrent limit of

the power supply to suh a value that the olle-

tor urrent does not exeed 10 mA. Suh setting

will prevent internal transistor struture from be-

ing heated by urrent �owing through transistor.

3. Before swithing on temperature ontroller set the

desired temperature to 30

o
C and swith sensi-

tivity of the temperature deviation indiator to

the lowest possible value. Swith on tempera-

ture ontroller. Observe the temperature devi-

ation indiator - its osillations should derease

with time. Gradually inrease sensitivity of the

indiator. The temperature an be assumed as

stable if the osillations are within the displayed

range while using maximum sensitivity of the in-

diator (the �0.001� range).

4. Write down the temperature reported by digital

thermometer. Estimate its unertainty. Collet

the IC(UBE) harateristi (not less than 20 ex-

perimental points). While olleting the data take

into aount that IC will be presented in the log-

arithmi sale. In order to have even distribution

of experimental points it would be a good idea to

make a ln(IC) vs. UBE plot while olleting the

data.

5. Collet the data eah 10

o
C up to 80

o
C. If you have

su�ient time you an also make measurements

eah 10

o
C from 75

o
C down to 35

o
C. The rate of

ooling an be aelerated by using eletri fan.

Wait for temperature stabilization after eah tem-

perature hange.

Data analysis

1. Determination of the e/k ratio

Make the ln(IC) vs. UBE plot. Indiate di�er-

ent temperatures by di�erent symbols/olors. For

eah seleted temperature �t the data with linear

regression.

For an ideal transistor the slope oe�ient sT at

temparature T equals

e
kBT . Make a seond plot of

sT vs. T−1
and �t the data with linear regression

(it is important to express temperature T in the

Kelvin sale). The slope oe�ient of the seond

plot should be equal to the

e
kB

ratio. Compare

your experimental result with the aepted value.

Disuss soures of possible systemati errors.

2. Determination of the experimental parameter m.

Charateristi of a real bipolar transisitor shows

some deviation from the ideal one. The deviation

an be expressed by introdution of the experi-

mental parameter m (see ref. [3℄). Selet one of

the slope oe�ients sT (for example that found

for the data olleted at 30

o
). Calulate the exper-

imental parameter m using equation m = e
sT kBT

with e and kB taken as aepted values and tem-

perature T expressed in the Kelvin sale. Is m
equal to 1? Disuss the value of your experiman-

tal result.
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Figure 4: Eletri iruit used to investigate a bipolar transistor (ommon base on�guration).
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